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       Submission: M44-18 

2024 Olympic Sailing Competition 

Olympic Events & Equipment 

A submission from the Royal Yachting Association 

Purpose or Objective 

To select 10 events that best represent the sport of sailing at the 2024 Olympic Games that is in 
line with the recommendations of the IOC’s Olympic Agenda 2020 and WS regulation 23.1.2. This 
slate of events is designed to: 

1. Support gender equity at an event and athlete level 

2. Move from a sport based to an event based program 

3. Demonstrate both universality and innovation 

4. Best satisfy the requirements of WS regulation 23.1.2 

5. Offer a choice of boats that will accommodate physical diversity for both men and women 

6. Appeal to youth and create different styles of racing at the Olympic Games 

 

Proposal 

 
Current Event & Equipment 2024 Event Proposal 2024 Equipment Proposal 
Men's One Person Dinghy – 
Laser * 
 

Retained Retained * 

Women's One Person Dinghy - 
Laser Radial * 
 

Retained Retained * 

Men's Skiff - 49er 
 

Retained  Retained 

Women's Skiff – 49erFX 
 

Retained Retained 

Mixed Two Person Multihull – 
Nacra 17 
 

Retained Retained 

Men’s Windsurfer – RS:X * 
 

Retain Evolve 

Women’s Windsurfer – RS:X * 
 

Retain Evolve 

Heavyweight Men's One Person 
Dinghy – Finn 
 

Retain Retain 

Men's Two Person Dinghy – 470 
 

Mixed Keelboat Marathon New Equipment 

Women's Two Person Dinghy – 
470 
 

Retain Retain 

* Note the equipment for this event is under antitrust review 



 

 

Submission: M44-18 Cont’d 

Windsurfing equipment and format to evolve in consultation with the class, sailors and 
manufacturers to consider foiling and new racing formats. 

New, mixed, offshore keelboat to be selected to cater for a range of physiques, to be high 
performance for TV viewing, to best accommodate onboard media systems, to be made available 
to MNA’s free of charge at the Olympic Games and all Continental qualifying events. 

 

Current Position 

As above. 

 

Reasons 

1. One key element of this submission is to try to achieve gender equity at an event and athlete 
level — BUT whilst protecting the quality of racing in all classes. This can be achieved 
because having a two person women’s dinghy and a one person men’s heavyweight class 
creates the opportunity to have more entries for men than women in the most universal fleets 
where there is a disparity in competitiveness (currently Laser and RSX).  

2. We recognise that this submission does not have the same equipment for men and women 
but it helps address a fundamental issue that when equipment is the same for men and 
women it creates the need for larger than average women and smaller than average men in 
Olympic sailing. This submission will help make Olympic Sailing more accessible to people of 
both sexes and a range of physicality from different nations around the world. 

3. Men’s and women’s windsurfing to be retained as it is one of the most universal and 
affordable Olympic sailing events and has the good potential to evolve its equipment and 
formats. It is appealing to youth, is represented at the Youth Olympic Games and has 
existing pathways in place in many MNAs.  

4. Heavyweight Men’s one person dinghy to be retained as it offers a boat for men of over 85kg 
and its physicality best represents the Olympic ideals of strength and athletic ability. It is also 
the most seaworthy dinghy and requires less coach support (and is therefore the most 
environmentally sustainable in that regard).  

5. Women’s two person dinghy to be retained as it offers an opportunity for a smaller woman to 
be competitive - that isn’t possible in the Nacra, FX or Laser radial. It also respects the desire 
for many MNA’s to use existing equipment and supports the female youth sailors who do not 
all wish to sail skiffs due to the physicality. For sailing to succeed in its aim to achieve gender 
equity on a broader participation level we need to cater for all young female sailors. 

6. Mixed keelboat marathon event to be held over 3 days / 2 nights (or 4 days 3 nights) offering 
24 hour onboard coverage and tracking. To have a minimum of 2 Athletes, one of each 
gender.  This could also be a 2nd medal opportunity by adding 2 sailors from the existing 
quota to make a total of 4 athletes, 2 of each gender. This will be a unique selling point for 
sailing at the Olympic Games. 
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